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Formers' Corner
Joey Bryan, a 2015 graduate of the
M.A. in Public History program at
MTSU, is currently the principal
preservation planner for the City of
Franklin, working with their historic
zoning commission and overseeing
development in the historic
downtown area. In what he calls his
"6-to-10" job, he also works with the
Nashville Steam Preservation Society, serving as board member, historian, volunteer,
et. al., to help tell the story of the historic 576 locomotive from the Nashville,
Chattanooga, & St. Louis Railway. In his video, he talks about his time as a graduate
research assistant at the CHP, as well as his current preservation and community work.

Scholars
Davies Manor Plantation
Davies Manor Plantation in Shelby County is
a remarkable historic site. Visitors can learn
about several significant topics related to
Tennessee history, including agriculture,
slavery and sharecropping, the Civil War,
historic preservation, and women’s roles as
The dogtrot at Davies Manor reflects the
community leaders. Added to the National
building’s construction history and
Register in 1975 and certified as a
introduces the Davies family to visitors.
Tennessee Century Farm in 1976, Davies
Manor benefited from the advocacy and care
of Ellen Davies Rodgers, the final member of the Davies family to own the property.
Before she died in 1994, Davies Rodges established the Davies Manor Association so
that the former plantation would be preserved as a historic site.
As part of our Tennessee Civil War National Heritage Area professional services
program, staff and students at the Center recently completed a historic structure report
on Davies Manor. We worked closely with the site’s staff, especially Executive Director
Andrew Ross, to research some topics that needed fresh attention. These included the
history of the property over the years, particularly during the early nineteenth century
before brothers Logan and James Davies established ownership at mid-century. The
Center’s former programs manager, Lydia Simpson, did a deep dive into the oftenconvoluted intricacies of West Tennessee land claims and transactions, eventually
creating an appendix to the report so that future researchers can benefit from what
she discovered in her research.
Over the past several years, the Davies Manor staff has worked with community
members and other partners to document more accurately the site’s African American
history. This research resulted in an award-winning exhibition, Omitted in Mass:
Rediscovering Lost Narratives of Enslavement, Migration, and Memory Through the
Davies Family’s Papers. Center staff incorporated this research into the “Family
History” and “Historic Site History” sections of the historic structure report and also
mined census returns, family letters, and Ellen Davies Rodgers’s books for additional
information on the lives and work of African Americans at the site. Finally, the Center’s
assistant director, Antoinette van Zelm, looked at the site from a women’s history
perspective and delved into some of the Davies women’s experiences within the
report.
Robby Kurtz, a graduate research assistant who is pursuing his Ph.D. in Public History,
completed a preservation needs assessment of the manor house and four
outbuildings: the Commissary, Mose Frazier’s Cabin, the Liberty Cabin, and the Gotten
Cabin. The first two were likely built on the plantation in the early to mid-twentieth
century, while the latter two buildings were moved to the site from the Pioneer Village
at Libertyland in 2006. For each of the structures, Kurtz provided an architectural
description, wrote a construction history, and offered recommendations for repairs to
prioritize and ongoing maintenance to oversee.—Antoinette van Zelm, assistant
director

Partners
Digitizing the R.H. Boyd
Company Archives
In February 2022, the Center accepted
an invitation from the R.H. Boyd
A recipe from one of the historic newspapers in
Company to assist its efforts to make two
the R.H. Boyd Collection.
very important publications, the Nashville
Globe and the National Baptist Union
Review, accessible to scholars and the public. The Boyd Company is one of Nashville's
and Tennessee's oldest Black businesses. In 1896, Richard Henry Boyd and several
partners created the National Baptist Publishing Board, which soon became the
nation’s largest African American publishing concern. The company now wants to
ensure that its archives are available through the creation of a huge digital archives.
Center research fellow Maia Council, an MTSU alumna who holds an M.A. in Public
History, and current Center graduate research assistants Taylor Means and Noha ElBobou are busy digitizing the newspapers. Council, Means, and El-Bobou share
scanning and cataloguing duties. They work collaboratively and have made significant
progress in scanning the collection, having already amassed some 10,000 digital
images. John Lodl, another MTSU alum who is the Rutherford County archivist, has
provided invaluable guidance to the initial project design and the work of our Center
project team.
“Each newspaper has unique touches that fascinate and amuse our team,” says
Council. “Our collective favorite is probably the Recipe Corner which is featured in the
women's section of the newspapers.” In addition to news about religious topics,
Tennessee communities, and Baptist institutions across the nation, the project team
has noted several other interesting Civil Rights history topics and feature stories on
national news events of interest to African American audiences in the two publications.
There are also references to local medical history, anecdotes about female soldiers
who fought in the Civil War, and, of course, advertisements for a myriad of products
from a century ago.
We will keep you posted as this exciting project progresses.

Leaders
Surveying the Mormon Pioneer
National Historic Trail
The Center for Historic Preservation is
partnering with the National Park Service to
survey historic buildings and structures along
the Mormon Pioneer National Historic Trail
from Nauvoo, IL, to North Platte, NE. The
The Joseph Smith Homestead in Nauvoo,
Mormon Pioneer Trail follows the 1,300-mile
IL, was home to three generations of
route established by Mormons fleeing Nauvoo
Smiths and is the final resting place of
to reestablish themselves in present-day Salt
Joseph and his wife Emma.
Lake City from 1846-1847. Center director
Van West and Trail of Tears historian Amy
Kostine began conducting field work for the project in April 2021, though because of
Covid-19 protocols, were unable to visit the interiors of many of the buildings they were
documenting. This research trip surveyed portions of the trail through Illinois, Iowa,
and Nebraska. Work began in Nauvoo, IL, on the Mississippi River. This community
served as the headquarters of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints from
1839-1846 and flourished even as it came under attack due to the Mormons’ beliefs
about plural marriage. Joseph Smith was murdered in nearby Carthage in 1844; after
that, most of his congregation decided to move westward under the leadership of
Brigham Young.

The crew pushed further westward through
Iowa and into Nebraska, visiting log structures,
mills, inns, cemeteries, and more from Troy to
Bloomfield to Lewis to Omaha and all the way
to Sutherland, NE, where you can still see the
wagon ruts in the historic path of the
trail. During a second fieldwork trip in February
2022, West and Kostine, joined by fieldwork
coordinator Savannah Grandey and graduate
One of the places you can still see the
research assistant Kate Hughes, braved the
original wagon ruts from the Mormon Trail
cold weather and returned to Nauvoo. There,
is here in Sand Hill, just west of North
missionaries from The Church of Jesus Christ
Platte, NE.
of Latter-day Saints showed the CHP crew a
number of significant extant sites, including the
Browning Home and Gunsmith Shop, Joseph and Emma Smith Mansion House,
Brigham Young House, John Taylor Home, and William Weeks Home. Following the
trail across the Mississippi River into Iowa, the crew visited several sites along the Des
Moines River at Bentonsport, Bonaparte, and Keosauqua.
The final report on the surveyed buildings and structures will be completed by early
summer.—Stacey Graham, research professor

In Memoriam
Robert Hicks—
preservationist, author,
historian, and dear friend
of the Center for Historic
Preservation—passed
away in February 2022.
His death leaves a chasm
in the network of Franklin
heritage allies that has
done so much for that city,
and for the state of Tennessee. Aided by a diverse partnership of preservationists,
historians, and civic activists, Hicks spearheaded the restoration of Carnton, recreating
original interiors with the help of paint chips and carpet fragments. An organization that
he helped found, Franklin’s Charge, went on to reclaim nearly 200 acres of the
surrounding battlefield.
This image shows Robert (second from left) at a 2019 gathering celebrating the impact
of Franklin’s Charge on Civil War preservation, both locally and nationally. Robert will
be greatly missed by all who knew him.

Upcoming
June 21-24 (Cleveland)—Trail of Tears Summer Institute, "Teach Tennessee History,"
in partnership with the East Tennessee History Center and sponsored by Humanities
Tennessee.
July 7-8 (Atlanta)—2022 TPS Professional Learning Conference, “Engaging the Long
Arc of the Civil Rights Movement,” Auburn Avenue Research Library.
July 15-16 (Nashville)—Discover Tennessee History Conference, “Perspectives on
Tennessee History,” Tennessee State Museum and Tennessee State Library and
Archives.
July 21 (Harrogate)—"Building a History Day Project Using the Library of Congress,”
joint workshop with Tennessee History Day, Lincoln Memorial University.
July 26 (Gallatin)—"Building a History Day Project Using the Library of Congress,” joint
workshop with Tennessee History Day, Volunteer State Community College.
July 27 (Jackson)—"Building a History Day Project Using the Library of Congress,” joint
workshop with Tennessee History Day, Jackson State Community College.
August 31—Deadline to apply for Tennessee Civil War National Heritage Area
Collaborative Partnership Projects.
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